
81 BELLEVUE ROAD
Bellevue, Edinburgh, EH7 4DH



Forming part of a handsome blonde sandstone tenement building in the
sought-after Bellevue area, this main-door ground-floor flat offers a
stylish city abode with a perfect blend of modern fixtures and fittings,
neutral décor, and period features. The flat enjoys wonderfully bright and
spacious accommodation including a living room, a dining kitchen, two
bedrooms, and a versatile box room/office. Furthermore, the property
boasts its own private low-maintenance front and rear gardens.

The home’s private front door opens into an entrance vestibule, flowing
through to a hallway with excellent built-in storage. To the left of the hall
lies a living room, boasting a wonderfully light and airy ambience with a
high ceiling and a generous floorspace offering fantastic flexibility for
arrangements of lounge furniture. A fireplace with a real fire inset, an
open Edinburgh press, and elegant cornicing add a touch of period charm
to the space. 

• Main-door ground-floor flat in Bellevue
• Attractively presented, modern interiors and period features
• Entrance vestibule and hall with excellent storage
• Generous bay-fronted living room
• Generous dining kitchen and separate utility room
• Two double bedrooms
• Versatile box room/home office
• Stylish, contemporary shower room
• Private front and rear gardens
• Controlled on-street parking (Zone N1)





Continuing along the hall, you reach a kitchen, where plenty of space is provided for a seated dining area. A selection of timeless wall and base cabinets are accompanied by spacious
wood worktops, a Belfast sink, and stylish splashback tiling. A useful adjoining utility room offers a discrete separate space for laundry appliances. The flat accommodates two well-
proportioned double bedrooms, both continuing the attractive presentation of the preceding accommodation with tasteful décor and warm wood flooring. A versatile box room
offers various options for use, including a home office, a play room, a reading nook, or as excellent storage space. Finally, a shower room completes the accommodation on offer and
comprises a large shower enclosure with stylish tiling, a basin set into vanity storage, a WC, and a chrome towel radiator.
 
Externally, the flat boasts its own private front and rear garden areas. Notably, the rear garden is a spacious outdoor area with room for alfresco dining furniture and low-
maintenance decking. Parking on Bellevue Road falls under Zone N1.
 
Extras: A range cooker, an integrated extractor hood, and an integrated fridge will be included in the sale, as well as a washing machine, a dishwasher, a freezer, and all blinds (not
curtains). Please note, no warranties or guarantees shall be provided for the appliances. The garden furniture and barbecue are available by separate negotiation.





BELLEVUE

Situated on the eastern fringes of the
desirable New Town, Bellevue is popular
with professionals, families and downsizers
alike thanks to its varied housing options,
from Georgian terraces and Victorian
tenements to 1930s villas and modern
apartments. Whilst enjoying the peace and
tranquillity of a largely residential area,
Bellevue locals are a short stroll from the
cosmopolitan New Town. Here, bustling
Broughton Street has retained all the charm
of a traditional high street with its array of
delightful independent shops and
businesses, dotted in-between a selection
of pubs, bars, and restaurants. Bellevue is
ideally placed for all the capital’s top
cultural attractions, particularly the
Playhouse Theatre, the Scottish National
Portrait Gallery and Royal Botanic Garden
Edinburgh. For sport and fitness
enthusiasts there is a choice of gyms and
fitness studios in the vicinity; nearby
Inverleith Park and Calton Hill are also
perfect for keeping fit outdoors and yield
stunning views of the capital. Bellevue
provides primary and secondary schooling
and is also convenient for a selection of
private childcare and education options.
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